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Welcome

Hello!

Thankyou for volunteering with Backpacker Medics. We sincerely hope it is an experience that  
challenges you both personally and professionally and that, ultimately, changes your life.

Backpacker Medics was established to provide a platform for Paramedics and other pre-hospital workers to 
engage with the world of humanitarian work. We aim to provide Paramedical services in the truest sense: by 

working “beside” existing organisations and authorities to deliver independent, mobile healthcare and training.

With this in mind, we have chosen to work closely with individual communities to develop independent 
and sustainable health and education systems. We believe this model of interaction allows the most 

rewarding outcomes- for both the community and Backpacker Medics volunteers.

In this booklet you will find plenty of information pertinent to our current project in Kerausagawara 
village, eastern Nepal. We hope that it is comprehensive enough to answer many of your questions, 

however we know that there will always be more- so feel free to contact us via email (below)  
and we will do our best to cover anything that isn’t discussed here.

A key ethos of Backpacker Medics is complete transparency in all operations- be it personal, professional or 
fiscal. We realise that ‘volunteering’ is (unfortunately) never free and have therefore endeavoured to provide 

as much detail about the costs involved in our project as we possibly can. Please note that Backpacker Medics 
is a 100% volunteer initiative, meaning that any costs involved in volunteering with us cover either ‘necessary 

logistics’ (eg: transport, interpreters, etc) or go directly to the community we are working with. 

Once again, thankyou for volunteering with us; we hope it is everything that you’ve dreamed of. 
We look forward to working with you in Nepal!

Nathan at Backpacker Medics

e: backpackermedics@iinet.net.au
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about nepal

Nepal is a land-locked country of approximately 30 million people which is officially referred to as the 
Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal. It covers an area of 147,181 square kilometers and is bordered  

by China (Tibet) to the north and India to the south. 

Nepal is the 41st most populous country in the world and is currently ranked the 22nd poorest.
Nepal has a rich and hugely diverse geography. The Himalayas boast eight of the world’s ten tallest 

mountains, including Sagamartha (Mount Everest) and contain more than 240 peaks  
over 20,000ft (6,096 m), whilst the southern Terai region is fertile and humid.

Nepal is a focal point for religious pilgrims (both Buddhist and Hindu); Hinduism is practised  
by about 81% of Nepalis (making it the country with the highest percentage of Hindu followers),  

whilst Buddhism is practiced ‘officially’ by around 9% of the population. In practice, however,  
many Nepalis would consider that they follow both religions.

A little-known fact is that Nepal is an ornithologists paradise as it harbours over 800 bird species, close to 
10% of the world’s population. Nepal also has the world’s densest concentration of World Heritage Sites, 

the Kathmandu valley alone has 7 World Heritage Cultural sites within a radius of 15 kilometers.
Nepal was ruled as a monarchy from 1768 when the first of the Shah dynasty of Kings (Prithvi Narayan 

Shah) unified what were previously many small kingdoms. A decade-long civil war from 1996-2006 
disrupted this rule and left the Maoist Unified Communist Party of Nepal in charge of a multiparty 

democratic replublic. The political situation in Nepal remains uncertain. A caretaker government has  
been formed to hold elections in June 2013. 
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about nepal cont...

weather
Nepal has a typical monsoonal, two-season year. The dry season runs from October to May  

and the wet (monsoon) season from June to September.  Autumn (September to November)  
and spring (March to May) bring almost perfect weather.

Below you will find charts detailing the average temperatures and rainfall for Nepal’s capital,  
Kathmandu and Okhaldhunga, the nearest major town to the village that we work in.

As in most developing countries, the weather in Nepal can have a huge bearing on travel  
around the country and the activities you can pursue. With this in mind, please be aware  

that due to the weather travel plans and logistics can change on very short notice.
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about nepal cont...

currency
The currency of Nepal is the Nepali Rupee (Rs). There are coins in denominations of one, two, five and  
10 rupees, and bank notes in denominations of one, two, five, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 rupees. 

Away from major centres, changing a Rs 1000 note can be very difficult, so it is always a good idea  
to keep a stash of small-denomination notes.

ATM’s are readily available in Kathmandu and all the major tourist areas (eg: Pokhara),  
however it can sometimes be difficult to change money outside these major centers. 

As an example of general costs, if you stay in budget accommodation and survive on a  
predominantly Nepali diet you could live in Nepal for approximately A$4 to A$8 a day.

For up-to-date exchange rates, check out: www.xe.com/currencyconverter/

(There is also an excellent smartphone app from this website that can come in very handy).

LanGuaGe
Probably the most useful language aid that we have found is the Lonely Planet Phrasebook.  

It fits neatly in your pocket and can be found cheaply in Kathmandu.
In the appendix of this booklet, you will find a wide range of medically-related terms that have been 

lovingly translated by the Backpacker Medics Nepali team. Feel free to try them out!

a Few thInGS tO reMeMBer aBOut nePaL...
EVERYTHING takes time in Nepal... and the more frustrated and agitated you get about it,  

the longer it seems to take. Travelling anywhere is almost always an ‘experience’ and it’s best  
not to take anything as ‘concrete’- especially times and distances! 

There is no hiding the fact that Nepal can be a very confronting place at times.  
Keep an open mind and an empathetic heart and you will go a long way.

Roads (particularly crossing them) are a hazardous affair. Keep your eyes and ears open at all times!
Traditionally, Nepalis eat with their right hand (no utensils needed!) and use their left hand for toileting. 

Never, ever drink untreated tap water.

Electricity ‘blackouts’ are a common occurrence (sometimes up to 18 hours per day in winter!).  
You will learn to be very ‘efficient’ with use of electrical items and to always keep a headtorch handy!
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about KerausagaWara: the Village

Kerausagawara (pron: care-ra-oo-sa-gow-wa-ra) village, where Backpacker Medics has been working since 
November 2012, is situated in Okhaldhunga province, Eastern Nepal. It is approximately 460 km from 

Kathmandu and sits at an altitude of just over 1200m. It takes approximately 14 hours by Jeep to get to the village.

The exact co-ordinates of Okhaldhunga township (the nearest major town to Kerausagawara) are:  
LAT: 29.01365089416504”N; LONG: 80.86669158935547”E

The population of the village is approximately 160~180 depending on the time of year (eg:  during crop-planting 
and harvesting periods this may be more), with a majority of Hindus and a minority of Tibetan Buddhist.

Of the patients that Backpacker Medics have treated to date, we have recorded the following breakdowns:

+ Male vs Female: Male: 67 Female: 92
+ Average Age: Overall: 31.3; Male: 32.2 Female: 30.6; 

+ Median Age: Overall: 24

All families in the village live in traditional mud, stone and thatched-roof homes built around a central 
courtyard and cook using open fires. There is generally a piped water supply to each home and an 

‘outhouse’ style toilet with bucket-fed flushing.

The villagers designed and built a small hydro-electric power supply nearly five years  
ago and therefore generally have electricty available after 6pm.

They grow over 90% of the foods that they eat (eg: rice, potatoes, spinach, chillis, lentils, millet etc.)  
and generally tend livestock in the form of buffalo, goats and chickens.

The village diet is very simple and revolves around two main meals each day of rice, dahl (lentils) and a 
vegetable dish (usually potatoes). Some families enjoy an abundance of delicious, fresh buffalo milk and 

often make yoghurt from this. Every day begins with a warm cup of sweet black tea. 

The nearest schools are around 1.5 hrs walk away and the nearest hospital  
and ‘shops’ (in  Okhaldhunga), 3-4 hours walk.
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moonlight community  
healthcare centre

Since November 2012, Backpacker Medics has been working with the Kerausagawara community to design 
and build the Moonlight Community Heathcare Centre (MCHC). Funding for the centre has been raised 
from a number of sources, including online ‘crowdfunding’, personal donations, corporate support and  

a major fundraiser known as “Organised Chaos” www.backpackermedics.com/organised-chaos/.

All building and construction work is being completed by members of the community  
using locally-sourced materials and (where suitable), traditional building methods.

Upon completion, the facility will boast the following:

+ Two dedicated medical treatment rooms
+ One large ‘community education’ room

+ A medical equipment storage room
+ Toilet facilities

+ Two communal, heated showers
+ A water fitration system

+ Children’s play equipment
+ Dedicated crops and livestock
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project aims and outcomes

The fundamental idea driving the MCHC is to build a facility that encompasses the term ‘healthcare centre’ 
in every sense of the word. By this we mean that the facility will not merely be a place where people come 
when they are sick. Rather, it will be a focal point of engagement, education and community development 

that underlies the ethos ‘holistic’ healthcare.

In order to achieve these aims, Backpacker Medics is acutely aware that education and long-term 
commitment are equally important as gold-standard medical care. With this in mind, a number of measures 

have already been put in place to begin the process of community engagement and education, including:

+ Two major health camps with full health assessments and treatment on more than 160 patients.
+ Daily hygiene and health education sessions for the village children.

+ Distribution of over 200 toothbrushes and toothpaste to the community.
+ Individual care and living assistance for a number of disabled members of the community.

Examples of future education programs include:

+ Creating a community ‘ambulance service’ using able-bodied young men and women.  
This will involve teaching basic first aid, extrication and transport techniques.

+ Female health education programs.
+ Nutrition education, introduction of crop diversity and the inclusion of these foods into daily diets.

+ First aid and the development of a ‘Community Volunteer’ system.
+ Structured exercise programs.

+ Environmental consideration education (eg: modelling the need to  
change from open-fire cooking to biogas, disposal of waste, etc.).

+ An early-childhood (pre-school) care and education group.

The ultimate outcome for this project is that, eventually, the MCHC will be a self-sustained facility  
that is co-ordinated and managed by the villagers and funded by the proceeds of livestock breeding, 

alternative crop production and homestay volunteers.
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the moonlight Foundation  
and moonlight treKKing

One of the fundamental principles of Backpacker Medics is that we are able to provide Paramedical services 
in the truest sense: by working “beside” existing organisations and authorities to achieve our aims. Nowhere 

in the world is this more important than Nepal- a country often shackled by corruption and red-tape.

From the very start we have worked closely with the Moonlight Foundation Nepal to enable the work we do.

The Moonlight Foundation Nepal (MFN) was founded in 2008 and is a non-profit, non-political, service-
oriented social organization. The main focus of the foundation is to provide education to Nepalese 

children who are parentless or homeless, and to destitute children with various difficulties. MFN provides 
education, vocational training, and other necessary skills to such children free of cost, with the ultimate 

goal of making the children self dependent and happy. MFN has a school, The Moonlight School,  
in Tenzing Chowk, Kathmandu that now has over 80 students in full-time study up to Grade 6. 

MFN is registered with the District Administration office, the District Development committee  
and the Social Welfare Council in Kathmandu, Nepal.

MFN is the brainchild of Santosh Koirala- a 29 year-old who grew up in Kerausagawara village before 
moving to Kathmandu in order to better support his family. Upon moving from the village to the city, 

Santosh studied Tourism Management and worked (amongst other things) as a trekking guide for various 
outdoor companies. Eventually, he was able to start his own trekking company, Moonlight Trekking- which 

now boasts a growing clientele and runs year-round.

MFN is funded partly by international donations and partly by the proceeds of Moonlight Trekking;  
60% of all profits from Moonlight Trekking are given to MFN and are used to pay for everything  

required to run a burgeoning elementary school.

Similarly, 60% of all profits will be donated to the MCHC from trekking side-trips  
booked with Moonlight Trekking, by Backpacker Medics volunteers.

You can read a little more about MFN and Moonlight Trekking via:
www.moonlight.org.np or www.moonlightnepaladventuretours.com

The role of MFN in regards to Backpacker Medics and the MCHC is, essentially, to provide a registered, 
working ‘umbrella’ under which we are able to complete much of the work we do. MFN oversees  

all logistics, communications, project management and legalities. MFN is also tasked with  
providing ‘in-country’ staff such as interpreters or guides. 
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logistics: a Warning...

As mentioned earlier in this booklet, a key ethos of Backpacker Medics is transparency in all matters. 
Therefore, please read the following few paragraphs with an open mind and with the knowledge that this  

is our attempt to be honest and open about the work we do. There is simply no way to sugar-coat it and it is 
NOT in any way, shape or form, a personal judgement or criticism (everyone gets the same spiel!). Rather, 

it is our attempt to leave you with no doubts regarding the environments you are about to encounter. 

OK, here goes...
The work we do involves hours of hot, dusty, wet, cold, uncomfortable, unreliable and (sometimes) 

dangerous travel, rudimentary accommodation, a very, very basic diet and little (if any) access to what 
most Westerners would consider ‘essential’ services (eg: hospitals, shops, flushing toilets, hot showers, etc). 

It is often taxing on the mind and body and- more often than not- requires a level of adaptability beyond 
even the most accepting traveller. It requires flexibility you never knew you had, patience in never-ending 

supply and the ability to cast aside personal preference for communal gain. This kind of work presents 
consistent moral, personal and physical challenges, forces introspection and often leaves you drained to the 
core. Clinicians are required to consistently delve into their medical ‘box of tricks’ to try and diagnose, treat 
and educate, whilst non-clinicians need to ‘think outside the box’ in almost everything they do. It will make 

you laugh and cry and- at times- will touch on every single emotion in between.

Therefore, if you are some kind of whiny princess or pretty boy that can’t go without their hairdryer,  
hot shower and room service for more than a day, then please, please, PLEASE DON’T APPLY! 

This is a point that we simply can’t stress enough; we are NOT trying to discourage volunteers.  
Rather, we are asking YOU to honestly and fully consider YOUR suitabilty for this undertaking.

After all, it’s better to admit that you’re not cut out for all this now than finding  
out 14 hours into the Nepali wilderness!!!
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logistics: 
pre-departure inFormation

Before leaving for Nepal, Backpacker Medics recommends undertaking some standard travel precautions:

traveL reGIStratIOn and InSurance
If you are an Australian resident, please register with Smart Traveller via the following link: 

www.smartraveller.gov.au

Non-Australian residents should investigate similar travel registration services in their home country.

For general travel advice about Nepal, please visit: 
www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/Nepal

As a fledgling volunteer organisation, Backpacker Medics is not able to provide individual insurance in any 
form. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you take out comprehensive travel insurance that will cover 

overseas medical costs (including medical evacuation), before you depart. Confirm that your insurance covers 
you for the whole time you’ll be away and check what circumstances and activities are not included in your 

policy. Regardless of how healthy and fit you are, if you can’t afford travel insurance, you can’t afford to travel.

vISa and entry
At the time of publication, it is not a requirement for Backpacker Medics  

volunteers to obtain any special visa concessions for entry into Nepal. 

The vast majority of nationalities are able to obtain a Nepalese Tourist Visa On Arrival at Kathmandu airport. 
Backpacker Medics volunteers should obtain this visa, marking ‘trekking’ or ‘holiday’ as their travel purpose.

FeeS FOr a vISa On arrIvaL are:
15 day multiple entry: US$25

30 day multiple entry: uS$40
90 day multiple entry: US$100

You will need to provide two passport photos to obtain this visa.
It is highly adviseable to have the exact payment amount ready in US dollars.  

If this is not possible, there are ATM facilities inside the immigration area of Kathmandu airport.

For further information on entry into Nepal, please visit: www.immi.gov.np

MOney and vaLuaBLeS
There are ATM facilities in all major cities and tourist areas.  

These dispense Nepalese Rupee and accept Visa and Mastercards.

Prior to departure, it is adviseable to have some US dollars in cash.

In general it is best to organise a variety of ways to access your money overseas,  
such as credit cards, cash, debit cards or cash cards. 

Make two photocopies (or digital scans) of valuable documents such as your passport, tickets, visas and travellers’ 
cheques. Keep one copy with you in a separate place to the original and leave another copy with someone at home.

Whilst Nepal is, generally, a very safe country, please remember that expensive  
watches, jewellery, cameras etc. may be tempting targets for thieves.

As a sensible precaution against luggage tampering (including theft),  
lock your luggage- especially when travelling on public transport! 
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logistics: heading to nepal - 
pre-departure inFormation cont...

MedIcaL ISSueS and vaccInatIOnS
Medical facilities in Nepal are very limited, particularly outside Kathmandu. In Kathmandu, treatment at 

international clinics is expensive and up-front cash payment for services is generally required. In the event 
of a serious illness or accident, medical evacuation to a destination with appropriate facilities would be 

necessary and evacuation costs would be considerable.

Your GP (regular doctor) is the best source of up-to-date information about preventive measures, 
immunisations and disease outbreaks overseas. Please organise a consultation prior to departure.

It is adviseable to have vaccinations before travelling. Backpacker Medics recommends the following 
vaccinations as a minimum:

+ Tetanus
+ Hepatitis (A + B)

+ Typhoid (Typhim V)
+ ADAP/IP (Adacel/Polio)

Water-borne, food-borne, parasitic and other infectious diseases (including typhoid, cholera, hepatitis, 
leptospirosis and rabies) are common, with more serious outbreaks occurring from time to time. 

Malaria is a risk in Nepal’s Terai and Hill districts and Chitwan National Park, however NOT in the region 
(Okhaldhunga) where Backpacker Medics currently operates. If you are planning any side-trips to the Terai 
region, we recommend you take prophylaxes against malaria where necessary and take precautions against 

being bitten by mosquitoes.

Other mosquito-borne diseases (including dengue fever and Japanese encephalitis) also occur,  
however are not prevalent in  Okhaldhunga district. 

It is advisable to rolling-boil, filter or chemically treat all drinking water prior to consumption  
and avoid ice cubes and raw and undercooked food. 

Backpacker Medics recommends that volunteers prophylactically take a pro-biotic supplement to prevent 
gastro-intestinal disruptions. The most effective and convenient that we have found is the following 

product: www.blackmores.com.au/products/digestive-bio-balance

Further generalised health information about Nepal can be found at: www.who.int/countries/npl/en/



logistics: arriVal in nepal and 
transport to KerausagaWara

at the aIrPOrt...
Upon arrival in Kathmandu, Backpacker Medics volunteers will be met at the airport  

by a representative of The Moonlight Foundation. They will help you with any baggage,  
organise transport and accompany you to your accomodation.

Prior to arrival you will be advised exactly who will be meeting you and their contact details.  
Below you will find a number of useful, generic contact numbers:

Santosh Koirala (Founder, MFn): 9841698855 
Sushant dahal (Project co-ordinator, nepal): 9841 174665

Subash Koirala (Principal, the Moonlight School): 9841 865959
annapum dahal (KtM-based travel consultant): 9851 129284

*Note these number are listed for dialling from ‘in country’.

On the first night in Kathmandu, we endeavour to organise a dinner between Backpacker Medics 
volunteers, Moonlight Foundation staff and interpreters. If there are free days in Kathmandu  
before departure to the village, there are plenty of options: day-trips to temples, monasteries,  

shopping in-and-around Thamel or some time spent at the Moonlight School.

KathMandu accOMMOdatIOn...
Accommodation whilst in Kathmandu is pre-arranged by MFN and Backpacker Medics and will consist of a 

shared room (usually up to 3 people) with private bathroom and hot shower, in a mid-range hotel. The hotel will 
be situated in either Bouhdanath or Thamel locales, depending on length of stay and imminent departure for the 
village. All establishments are clean, comfortable, friendly and have been previously used by Backpacker Medics. 

Volunteers who would prefer to stay in a private room whilst in Kathmandu are  
more than welcome to do so. Please indicate your preference prior to arrival.

Cost of all rooms is approximately 3500 Rs per room/per night (Note: prices may change due to season).
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arriVal in nepal and transport 
to KerausagaWara cont...

tranSPOrt tO KerauSaGawara...
There is no hiding the fact that transport to-and-from Kerausagawara village will be the  

most arduous part of your volunteer experience. Here, we have aimed to be as honest and  
open about the trip as possible, so here goes...

Travel to Kerausagawara is via public ‘Jeep’** and although it is only 460 km from Kathmandu, can take 
anywhere from 14-to-30 hours depending on weather, road conditions, bridges, driver skill, the political 
climate at the time, the number of Police checks or the popularity of the driver (ie: whether he stops to 

talk to every passing vehicle!). Typically, these vehicles are designed to comfortably seat nine passengers, 
however it is almost 100% guaranteed that there will be 12-14 passengers plus a driver on each trip. If we 
have enough people in our group to book all tickets on a Jeep (eg: around 10 people), we will do so; this 
may make the fee a little higher per person, however it will make the journey much more comfortable!

During winter the journey varies between bitterly cold in the mornings, to dirty and dusty,  
to oppressively hot in the afternoon (made even moreso with all the windows up to keep the dust out!). 

In summer, it can be wet, humid and extremely slippery. Regardless of the season, it is always  
hard going as the ‘roads’ are generally poorly kept 4WD tracks.

The journey to Kerausagawara begins in Kathmandu around 0200am when we congregate and wait for the 
Jeep to arrive. If all things go according to plan, we will be underway by 0400am. The trip is marked by 

three major pit-stops: ‘mini breakfast’ at around 0730 (which usually consists of hot, boiled eggs and a cup 
of sweet tea), ‘breakfast’ at around 1030-1100am (the main meal: rice and dahl), and a stop for snacks in 

the afternoon. We usually arrive in Okhaldhunga by late afternoon where we are met by some  
of the villagers who guide us on the trek into the village. For the return journey, we travel to a  

neighbouring village the afternoon prior to our departure as this village can be reached by  
a small road (less than 30mins hike away), allowing for an early start.

**Inverted commas: although they look like Jeeps on the outside, these vehicles actually bear  
NO resemblance to the originals as all passenger comforts have been forsaken!
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logistics: accomodation,  
toileting, shoWering, eating,  

rubbish and Free-time

Whilst in Kerausagawara, Backpacker Medics is kindly accomodated by a number of families throughout 
the village in a genuine ‘homestay’ capacity. All meals are eaten with the family, sleeping quarters are often 
within the nucleus of the family home and, whenever possible, we ‘pitch-in’ and help with the daily chores!

Accommodation is in traditional mud-brick, thatched homes and is extremely rudimentary.  
There may be a hard-packed mattress and/or a raised bed in some instances, however  

it is more common to sleep on the floor on simple straw mats. 

A highly recommended investment is a good, small ‘Therma-rest’ or self-inflating travel  
mat and a small travel pillow. You will be expected to provide your own sleeping bag.

Toileting is typically done in a seperate ‘outhouse’ style trench toilet. These toilets cannot be ‘flushed’ at the push 
of a button; rather you will find a large enamel jug next to the toilet, which is used to wash away any deposits. 

Please note that Nepalis do not use toilet paper when toileting; they use their left hand. For this reason, 
their septic systems are not equipped to handle toilet paper. Therefore, if you must, please use sparingly!

Showering is a fairly irregular affair in Kerausagawara. There are no ‘showers’ per se, and most  
showering is done using cold water and a bucket; often with an audience. Please be aware that  

is extremely unacceptable for anyone to be seen naked in public in Nepal; it is therefore  
a good idea (especially for ladies) to have a large sarong handy that you can use.

Eating, as mentioned, is always done with the family. All cooking is rather labourious and  
done using open fires, therefore meals are timed so that the most number of people can  
eat together. Mealtimes are a social affair, with everyone sitting on the floor in a circle.  

Most Nepalis eat using only their right hand; feel free to eat this way, or use a spoon if you like.

The village diet is very simple and is seasonally-linked. There are two main meals each day:  
‘lunch’ (eaten at around 1000am) and ‘dinner’ (at around 1800pm),  

with an afternoon tea of beaten rice, flat bread, nuts or fruit in between. 

Each main meal will consist of: rice, dahl, 1-2 vegetables, possibly some yoghurt and ghee. 

For Backpacker Medics volunteers, the host family will happily slaughter a whole organic chicken for the 
evening meal, or can provide eggs, snacks, beer, local wine etc. These can be purchased on an individual 

basis – the costs of which you will find towards the end of this booklet. 

Rubbish is a HUGE problem in the village and is all incinerated on-site. With this in mind,  
please de-pack EVERYTHING that you can before you bring it. Plastic wrappers, boxes, extra bags,  
etc. just take them off and leave them at home. Even things like medical supplies, if you can, get rid  

of the useless packaging (eg. previously we have de-packed all the combine dressings that we brought  
into a single ziploc bag which a) saved a lot of packing space and b) mountains of packaging).

Free-time and relaxing: whilst in the village, when not ‘working’, your time is your own.  
Feel free to go for a hike, find a quiet reading corner, swim in the river, play with the village kids,  

visit and chat to the villagers, play volleyball (yep- the younger guys have built a volleyball court!!),  
learn to cook ‘Nepali-style’ or just relax! We are also able to organise day-trips to  

neighbouring villages, overnight hikes, and many more adventures!
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logistics: daily routine

Although we may be undertaking similar work each day in the village- rest assured that no  
two days will be the same! It is important to understand that, although healthcare is important  

to the community, so too is eating and supporting themselves! Therefore, as volunteers we  
often need to be very flexible with our work hours and schedule so as to fit in with important  

village activities like harvesting, planting, religious holidays or even a wedding!

As a means towards providing a ‘generalisation’ of what a typical day might look like in Kerausagawara, 
consider these three ‘types’ of days: a ‘medical’ work day, a ‘non-medical’ work day and a ‘rest’ day. 

 
Regardless of the activities planned, each day begins at around 0700am with a morning Hygiene Session 

with the village children. During these sessions we teach the children proper toothbrushing, handwashing, 
moisturising, ear cleaning, nail clipping and hairbrushing techniques. We may also extend the session to 

cover some simple exercise, English vocabulary, singing or dancing. We have found that these daily sessions 
are extremely important in regards to opening pathways of interaction (and therefore better treatment!) with 
the children and also as a means towards establishing high levels of health standards. These sessions are not 
compulsory to attend, however we challenge anyone to defy their cheeky smiles and infectious enthusiasm! 

a ‘MedIcaL’ wOrK day MIGht LOOK LIKe thIS:
0700-0800: Hygiene Session

0900-1030: patient consultations regarding ongoing issues (eg: wound management, dressings etc).
1030-1100: ‘Breakfast’

1115-1400: ‘open clinic’ whereby we screen previously unseen patients, manage ongoing conditions or 
visit various homes throughout the village to see less mobile patients etc. **

1400-1430: afternoon tea
1500-1700: afternoon clinic, usually with returning farmers or school children.

1700-1730: clinical/group volunteers meeting regarding any clinical issues that have arisen from the day 
and discussion of the next days’ plans.

1800: dinner, reading, singing, talking, cards, relaxing.
 
 **Note: at various times we may conduct speciality education sessions, perform a full 
healthscreen of Kerausagawara (or surrounding villages), conduct a ‘mobile clinic’ or visit the local school.

a ‘nOn-MedIcaL’ wOrK day MIGht LOOK LIKe thIS:
0700-0800: Hygiene Session

0900-1030: Medical staff: patient consultations regarding ongoing issues (eg: wound management, 
dressings etc); Non-medical staff: preparations for building/maintenance/ groundwork to be completed 

later in the day. Collection of materials, assembly of staff, overview of plans etc.
1030-1100: ‘Breakfast’

1115- 1400: all staff ‘hands-on’ with MCHC building or maintenance, helping  
with village farming activities, generalised chores, etc.

1400-1430: afternoon tea
1500-1700: return to work of the day.

1700-1730: volunteers meeting regarding any clinical issues that  
have arisen from the day and discussion of the next days’ plans.

1800: dinner, reading, singing, talking, cards, relaxing.

a ‘reSt’ day MIGht LOOK LIKe thIS:
0700-0800: Hygiene Session

0900-1030: Relax with a good book, laze in the sun, etc.
1030-1100: ‘Breakfast’

1115- 1700: take an ‘excursion’ to a neighbouring village, have lunch in Olkhadunga, spend the afternoon 
lazing beside the river, take a lesson on how to make ‘raxy’ (the local millet wine) or take a hike.

1700-1730: volunteers meeting regarding any issues and discussion of the next days’ plans.
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logistics: personal and 
proFessional eQuipment  

and donations

PerSOnaL Gear
When planning what personal gear to bring to Nepal, it’s probably best to consider volunteering in the 

village as an ‘extended camping trip’. Indeed, you will definitely need some camping staples (eg: sleeping 
bag, headtorch, water bottle, etc) and might even find great comfort in some ‘bush luxuries’ (eg: a small 

self-inflating mattress). 

You will definitely need the following:

+ a good quality, large (eg: 65 litres plus), well-fitted backpack 
+ comfortable, worn-in hiking shoes/boots 

+ a reliable headtorch.

Regardless of the gear you choose to bring, PLEASE remember that YOU will need to carry it all in-and-out of 
the village. It would also be hugely beneficial if you had room in your backpack for extra group or medical gear.

Our advice: pack light, pack simply... and be prepared to wear the same clothes for a few days!

As part of the Appendices to this document you will find two lists:

Personal Gear: this is a list outlining some of the personal gear you will need to bring. Please remember 
that it will change from season-to-season (the included list is for winter) and that it is only an example...!

PrOFeSSIOnaL Gear
This list is particularly pertinent to medical volunteers. Each of the items on this list have been added 

because they will provide  you with some personal protection and allow you to work independently whilst 
in the village. With the exception of a BSL monitor, an Otoscope and an Opthalmascope (items which can 

be quite expensive), all other items are compulsory. 

Please remember to bring spare batteries, chargers, covers, probes, test strips (etc!) for all  
equipment and feel free to contact us if you have any questions regarding any other equipment.

Non-medical Volunteers: Regarding the selection of professional equipment: please feel free to bring 
whatever tools or equipment you feel a) most important to your trade and b) most transportable.  
Whilst items such as a cordless drill (for example) would be very useful, remember that electricity  
is a haphazard commodity and that simple, quality hand-held tools will probably serve you best. 

dOnatIOnS
Gifts or donations of any kind are most appreciated by the villagers. Particularly, children’s clothing, 

toothbrushes, toothpaste, books, pencils, pens or games are always popular. So too are balloons and balls. 
The ladies of the village absolutely LOVE good chocolate, but are also appreciative of small sewing  

kits, moisturisers and other care products. The men of the village can always use t-shirts, shoes, 
hats, tools and gadgets like headtorches.
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medical guidelines and treatment

As an independent and mobile service Backpacker Medics operates, clinically-speaking,  
with a high degree of autonomy. Indeed, the very work we do necessitates this.

Nevertheless, we are fully aware of the need to provide ‘gold-standard’ levels of clinical care  
to every patient we encounter and to adhere to standard medical guidelines.

To ensure the highest standards of health care, Backpacker Medics’ clinical treatment  
is governed by the following parameters:

All Backpacker Medics volunteers will adhere to the overiding philosphy of “Do No  Harm”.

All medical volunteers must be degree-qualified Paramedics (Bachelor of Science, Paramedical Science) or above. 
Medical volunteers who are currently studying towards the Bachelor of Science (Paramedical Science)  

or a similar degree will be always be supervised by a qualified Paramedic.

Backpacker Medics will follow the Australian and New Zealand Council of Ambulance Authorities 
Paramedic Professional Competency Standards at all times. These can be viewed at: www.caa.net.au/

education/accreditation-resources

Backpacker Medics will follow the World Health Organisation’s Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. 
These can be viewed at: http://apps.who.int/prequal/info_general/documents/gcp/gcp1.pdf

Backpacker Medics will follow any health directives as dictated by the Government of the  
country they are operating in.

No pharmacological or invasive treatment will be attempted without prior  
consultation with the Clinical Volunteer Group.
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personal projects

Volunteers (both medical and non-medical) that visit Kerausagawara for any period of time longer than 
10 days are strongly encouraged to undertake a “Personal Project” whilst in the village. These projects can 

involve anything from structured medical research (eg: female health problems, thesis research, etc), to 
daily sports programs, to daily English lessons, to a small building/construction project, to music lessons...

and everything in between!

The aim of the Personal Projects is to empower volunteers with ‘ownership’ of an activity whilst in the 
village and the satisfaction of tangible results upon leaving. They can be undertaken on an indivual basis, 

or in pairs/small groups and will be fully-supported by Backpacker Medics.

Remember: everyone has something to offer, so get creative!



useFul resources

Below you will find some useful resources for further information about Nepal.

world health Organisation (nepal)
www.who.int/countries/npl/en/

united nations
www.un.org.np

cIa Facts
www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html

Moonlight trekking nepal
www.moonlightnepaladventuretours.com

nepal weather
www.weatherzone.com.au/world/asia/nepal/kathmandu

welcome nepal
www.welcomenepal.com

Lonely Planet (nepal)
www.lonelyplanet.com/nepal

currency converter
www.xe.com/currencyconverter/
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contact details

e: backpackermedics@iinet.net.au
w: www.backpackermedics.com

Nathan Burns
Founder

nathan14@iinet.net.au
(Australia) +61 423 001 473

Sushant Dahal
Project Co-ordinator, Nepal
dahal.sushant@ymail.com
(Nepal) +977 9841174665
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What to bring: personal gear list

GeneraL 
1 passport

1 ticket to Nepal!
1 watch

1 sleeping bag
1 small inflatable mattress (eg: Therm-a-rest)

1 small travel pillow
1 gortex rain jacket
1 quick-dry towel

2 equipment drybags
1 camera + mini tripod + chargers

1 headtorch + spare batteries
1 Leatherman/ Swiss Army knife

1 sunscreen
1 Bushmans lotion/ insect repellant

1 camelback bladder
1 hackysack/ cards/ etc.

1 good book
1 journal

1 bucket sun hat
1 hiking boots

1 sandals
Toiletries (toothbrush, eco wash, medications etc.)

Souvenirs for villagers/donations for health center etc.

wInter
1 down vest/jacket
1 midweight fleece

1 icebreaker midweight 
4 t-shirts

1 longsleeve hiking shirt (light)
2 merino thermal tops (one heavy/one light)

1 merino thermal tights
2 long hiking pants

1 hiking shorts
4 sox

underwear as needed
1 light gloves

1 beanie

SuMMer
4+ t-shirts

1 longsleeve hiking shirt (light)
2 hiking shorts
2 boardshorts

4 sox
underwear as needed

light silk sleeping bag liner
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What to bring: personal medic Kit

1 Stethoscope
1 Sphygmanometer (with adult + child cuffs)

1 Pen light
1 Watch

1 Tympanic Thermometer (+covers)
1 CPR Facemask/shield
1 Pain log (sliding scale)

1 Trauma shears
1 Surgical scissors

1 Artery forceps
1 Tweezers

1 Space blanket
1 PPE- gloves (10 pairs minimum), safety glasses

1 Clear Nalgene water bottle (1 liter)
100 Micropur water treatment tabs

-Hand wash kit (hand shower, brush, soap) or ETOH hand rub
-Headtorch

-Notepad and pen
-SpO2 / HR monitor

-BSL monitor (+ lancets + strips)
-Otoscope

-Opthalmascope
-Birthing kit (gloves, blueys, clamps, mucous extractor, space blanket)

-Hand warmers (re-activation kind)
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translations

cOMMOn wOrdS  
In the vILLaGe
Breath saas
Burn polnu
Cough khoki
Cut katnu
Disease rogh/birami
Eye aakha
Food khana
Illness birami
Itch chilaunu
Nausea/vomit ulti hunu
Pain/ache dukhnu
Smoking churot khanu
Stomach pet/ bhudi
Teeth daath
Skin chala
Dizziness ringata lagnu
Hot tato/ garmi
Back pachadi
Urine pishab
Faeces disha
Front/ before agadi
Back/ after pachadi
Right daya
Left baya
More dherai
How are you? Tapai lai kasto 
cha?
How much it hurts? Kati dukhyo?
Where does it hurt? Kata 
dukhyo?
Eat slowly khana bistari khanus
Drink lots of water tanna pani khanus
Take rest thakai marnus
Chest pain? Chati dukhyo?
Do you drink alcohol? Rakshi 
khanu huncha ?
Do you smoke? Churot khanu 
huncha?
Leg khutta
Arms haath
Thank you dhanyabad
See u soon feri vetumla

BOdy PartS
Head tauko
Skull tauko ko haddi
Brain gidi/ dimag
Neck ghati
Neck - muscle ghati ko 
mamsapesi/masu
Back - muscle ghati ko 
mamsapesimasu
Spine merudanda (common - 
dhad)
Eye - right ahkha (daya)
Eye - left ahkha (baya)
Nose - outside nakh (bahira)
Nose - inside nakh (vitra)
Ear - right kaan ( daya)
Ear - left kaan (baya)
Ear - lobe kaan
Ear - canal kaan ko nali
Ear - inner kaan ko vitra
Mouth - lips mukh - oth
Mouth - tongue mukh - jibro
Mouth- tonsils mukh - ghokro
Mouth - teeth - front dath- agadi ko
Mouth - teeth- incisor kukurre dath
Mouth - teeth - molar bang.Gah.Rah
Mouth - gum giza
Mouth - throat mukh - ghokro
Oesophagus mukhya nali
Shoulder- joint gardhan
Chest - left chati - baya
Chest - right chati (daya)
Heart mutu
Lung - right fokso (daya)
Lung - left fokso (baya)
Diaphragm
Ribs - 1-12 karang
Breast stan/ dudh
Nipple tuppo
Gall bladder pishab thaili
Pancreas feao
Kidney - right mirgaula (daya)
Kidney - left mirgaula (baya)
Abdomen - upper r/l bhudi 

(mathi) (daya)/(baya)
Abdomen - middle r/l bhudi 
(bich) (daya)/(baya)
Abdomen - lower r/l bhudi (tala) 
(daya)/(baya)
Abdomen - muscle bhudi ko masu
Stomach bhudi/pet
Intestine - small sano andra
Intestine - large thulo andra
Bladder pishab thaili
Penis linga
Scrotum anda kosh
Testicle anda
Vagina yoni
Uterus pathegahr
Fallopian tubescervix pathgahr 
ko mukh
Ovary andasaya
Anus mahldwar
Upper arm hath (pakhura)
Lower arm tallo hath
Lower arm - wrist hath nadi
Hand - joint hath jodni
Hand - finger hath aula
Hip kammar
Femur tigra ko haddi
Thigh tigra
Knee ghuda
Lower leg khutta
Foot paitala
Foot - toe aula
Skin chala
Finger nail hath ko nang
Toe nail khutta ko nang
Hair - head kapal (tauko ko)
Hair - body kapal (jeu ko)
Hair - pubic kapal (linga ko)
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translations

MedIcaL PrOBLeMS
Addiction Nasha
Alcoholism Rakshi
Allergies Allergy
Anaemia Pilia rogh
Arthritis Jodnee dukhne rog
Asthma Dam
Bite Toknu
Blind Andho
Blister Foko
Breastfeeding Dudh khuwaunu
Bronchitis Jhilli ko jalan
Burn - blister Poleko foka
Burn Jalnu
Cancer Kark
Chicken pox Theula
Cholera Haija
Cold constipation Aapach
Contraception - condom Condom/ 
dhal
Contraception - female Copper 
t/kapati
Cough Khoki
Cramp Aaithan
Croup Bacchalai sash rog
Cut/wound Katnu / ghau
Deaf Bahiro
Dehydration Pani ko kami/ 
sukkha
Depression Tanab
Diabetes Chini rog
Diarrhea Pakhala
Disease Rogh/birami
Drug Ausadi/ ookhati
Dysentery Masi parnu
Eye - blurred vision Aakha kam 
dekhnu/dhamilo
Eye - cataract Moti bindhu
Eye - glasses Aakha ma chasma
Eye - glaucoma Aankha saro 
hunu/dukhnu
Eye - macula degeneration Aankha 
ma ta dagh
Eye - poor vision Aankha kam 
dekhnu

Fetal alcohol syndrome Raksi 
dherai khanu
Fever Zoro aaunu
Food poisoning Aapach hunu
Frostbite Lakuwa
Gastroenteritis Gastrics
Headache Tauko dukhnu
Heart attack Mutu ghat
Heart condition Mutu ko stithi
Heart disease Mutu rog
Hiv/aids HIV aids
Illness Rog lagnu
Indigestion Aapach
Inflammation Polera sunninu
Influenza Sleshma joro
Itch Chilaunu
Jaundice Pandu rogh
Kidney disease Mirgaula rogh
Leprosy Chaya rogh
Lice Jumra
Lump Thupro
Malaria Aulo
Malnutrition Kuposhan
Measles Dadura
Menapause Mahinabari rokkinu
Menstruation Mahina bari
Nausea Ulti
Nutrition Poshan
Pain Dukhnu
Paralysis Aashaya garnu
Passive smoking Dhumra pan 
garnu
Pertussis/whooping cough Lahare 
khoki
Pneumonia Pneumonia
Pregnancy Garbhawati
Rash Foko
Respiratory tract infection Saas 
nali ma ghau
Sexually transmitted disease Yaun 
rogh
Smoking Dhumrapan
Sore throat Ghati dukhnu
Sprain Markinu
Stomach ache Pet dukhnu

Swelling Sunninu
Teeth - brushing Daath majhnu
Teeth - rinsing Kulla garnu
Terberculosis Tb
Tetanus Dhanustankar
Toothache Daath dukhnu
Vaccination Sui laun
Vitamin Vitamin
Worms Juka/kira rogh
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